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null Killing vector
• The null Killing vector l is covariantly constant, l µ;ν = 0. Plane-fronted gravitational waves with parallel rays, or briefly pp-waves
All the local scalar invariants constructed from the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives for the gyraton metric vanish. This statement is valid off shell, that is the metric needs not to be a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations « Non-zero components of curvature:
« ∇ µ neither produces index v nor "kills" index u 
For n = 2 → g n (n − 2) = 1/(2π) 
Test Particles and Light in the Gyraton Field
d 2 r du 2 = F N + F CF F N = − µ r 'Newton' force F CF = p 2 r 3 'CF' force « µ(u) = κε(u) 2π √ 2 , p = κj(u) 4π F CF dominates F N dominates F N ∼ F CF for r 0 ∼ √ GJ/ √ EL For E ∼ L −1 , J = s, r 0 ∼ sl P l ' & $ %
5-Dimensional Gyratons
« To obtain a solution for the gravitational field of a 5-dimensional gyraton one needs to analyze electroand magnetostatics in a flat 3-dimensional space
« A general solution decreasing at infinity:
« "Electric potential:
5-D Monopole Solution
« The magnetic potential Υ for the magnetic monopole:
The magnetic induction vector has components:
« The monopole solution for the gyraton:
Higher-Dimensional Gyratons
« A general solution of the Laplace equation is
..c l is a symmetric traceless rank-l tensor
..c l−1 is a tensor obeying the properties: It is antisymmetric under interchange of a and b, and it is traceless under contraction of any pair of indices
« ϕ is a general solutions for a point-like source and ψ is a special solution of the inhomogeneous equation ψ = −J « A special solution ψ can be presented as follows
is the Green's function for the n−dim Laplace operator • Recovering of the gyraton metric by using the solutions of the linear problems
• A general solution allows one to obtain the field outside a gyraton with arbitrary distribution of the energy and angular momentum inside it
